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Preface
I am very grateful to all of you who were willing and took the time to participate in the BGSU
Business Innovation by Design course in Spring 2021. Your talks and interactions made this
class something truly unique and opened my students’ eyes to the world of design research,
something that I would not have been able to offer. This course was more than my students
and I could have dreamed of, which was the opportunity to meet all of you during this
unimaginable situation that is Covid-19. I still have more questions for all of the guest
speakers regarding the incredible work you are doing; it helped my students greatly to see
how transformative your contributions are to society as a whole. Your creations are significant
to the fields of design, architecture, construction, management, and fabrication. All of you
are truly amazing human beings with sincere hearts who support education. Thank you for
accepting my spontaneous invitations, which enabled me to create a course which reflects
the importance of equity, diversity, and inclusion. As a token of our appreciation, I asked my
students to generate a graphic protocol to encapsulate each of the guest speaker’s talks to
aid in retention with long-lasting echoes. Feel free to share them with whomever would enjoy
discovering the different interpretations of design. No worries, no copyright infringement can
transpire, and only new knowledge will be fostered.
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